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INTRODUCTION

Until a couple of years ago, organizations were primarily investing in business intelligence (BI) technologies to help 
them make sense of historical performance. While that was—and still is—important, Business Intelligence (BI) has 
given way toward something even more powerful: the practice of mining and analyzing raw data in timely manner to 
make accurate predictions that can positively impact future outcomes.

The move toward this new phase of data science has come at just the right time. Today, both public and private sector 
organizations are drowning in raw data. But raw data itself is of little use. The key lies in extracting value to answer 
some crucial questions: 

• How can data help predict--and thus prevent--future diseases? 

• How can textual analysis help companies determine what their customers are likely to write about them? 

• How can analytics help businesses predict when a solution or piece of machinery might fail or need maintenance to 
remain operational?

Figure 1. Dovel’s Data Science Practice
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These are among the questions Dovel’s data science team is working to provide answers to. Over the past 10+ years, 
Dovel has worked with various federal agencies to help them solve real-world challenges by deriving insights from raw 
data. Dovel’s data science team brings significant maturity in data preparation, data validation, analytics development, 
visualization context, and storytelling from these years of experience.

The team includes people with multiple perspectives and skillsets, including: 

• Data Engineers

• Data Analysts

• User Interface/User Experience (UI/UX) Designers

• Data Scientists

• Cloud Architects

• DevSecOps Engineers 

This combination of skillsets and expertise is what makes Dovel’s data science practice so powerful. Dovel is not just 
about technology or a single discipline. Dovel combines the best aspects of all disciplines with top-tier technology to 
provide customers with specific and easy-to-understand yet powerful insights. The team’s expertise is not exclusive to a 
single data domain (e.g., data ingestion, data processing, data visualization). Instead, Dovel has experience with each of 
these data domains and can implement enhancements to data pipelines for all of these areas.

Dovel’s team is dynamic, cross-functional, and comfortable interacting with customer subject matter experts (SMEs), 
business stakeholders, and other internal and external project teams. Dovel offers a complete consultative approach 
that uses proven methodologies and best practices to define and create results that provide value and help customers 
meet their objectives.

ENTERPRISE DATA MANAGEMENT (EDM) PROCESS

Dovel’s data science practice starts with Data Governance and follows an Enterprise Data Management (EDM) process, 
which includes the following steps:

• Data Governance

• Data Integration

• Data Visualization

• Business Intelligence

• Advanced Data Analytics

• Decision Intelligence

Dovel’s data science team uses a holistic approach to data management to turn large, disparate data sets into 
consumable, usable data assets that drive business value. Dovel’s guiding principle is that an investment in “data” and 
data projects must solve a real-world business problem or pain point. Results must align with an organization’s goals 
and overarching strategy. To that extent, Dovel is constantly iterating and evaluating models and processes to deliver 
solutions that solve pain points and deliver continuous value. 
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Figure 2. DM Methodology for Scalable, Resilient, and Flexible Data Architecture.
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Dovel doesn’t invest in data projects just to showcase an ability or build a fancy product. Data investments are always 
tied to specific goals—however they may evolve--and solving pressing business problems.

DATA GOVERNANCE

The success of Dovel’s data science team is tied to the quality of its customers’ data. Data must be clean, high quality, 
and available to all teams to support their organizations’ business objectives. High-quality data results from strong data 
governance and data integration best practices. Dovel created a metadata repository and a flexible data model and data 
catalog so that the data assets are known, cataloged, understood, and shared throughout both Dovel and the customers’ 
organizations. 

DATA INTEGRATION

Having a holistic collection of data from different sources is essential for achieving true value. Data should be collected 
and stored in data lakes so that all stakeholders are able to access and use the same data sets.  Dovel brings significant 
expertise analyzing, correlating, and integrating diverse datasets from different types of data stores. This expertise 
includes commercial database technologies and the associated performance techniques necessary to optimize them. 

Dovel routinely works with various forms of unstructured (e.g., images, videos, PDFs, etc.) and structured data that have 
fundamentally different implications for processing and integration. For example, “wide” data sets (e.g., geospatial, 
genomic, or metabolomic data) typically require reducing the number of dimensions to a more interpretable number, 
either by identifying the most important variables or the variance patterns within these variables (i.e., identifying 
patterns with principal component analysis). 
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By contrast, “tall” data sets may require more work to filter out irrelevant or low-quality observations (e.g., health 
records of clinical visits unrelated to the hypothesis of interest) or to condense observations into a more tractable, yet 
information-rich summary. The team is also comfortable integrating unstructured and semi-structured data from NoSQL 
databases so that all data is refined and integrated into a single data pipeline, regardless of its initial form.

DATA VISUALIZATION

When data is presented in a simplified visual format (such as a dashboard) it makes it easier to comprehend and 
delivers an immediate impact. Visuals also make it easier for non-technical people or non-data scientists to understand 
metrics and recommendations. 

Thus, data visualization is critical to quickly communicating the findings about a dataset, regardless of what phase in 
the data pipeline the dataset is in. For example, Dovel’s data science team communicates its findings about a dataset 
during its initial exploration phase, as well as later in the process, when key findings about why a particular dataset 
is so valuable may be revealed. With this approach, stakeholders can glean actionable intelligence from the dataset 
throughout all phases of the data pipeline. Dovel has experience visualizing with many popular commercial software 
suites, such as Tableau, Qlik, AWS QuickSight, and Microsoft PowerBI. As a result, Dovel can develop effective visuals 
regardless of the platform. This gives the flexibility to perform in a wide variety of environments. Furthermore, the 
team can develop ad-hoc visuals with open-source tools in Java, Python, and R if the “standard” visuals offered by 
commercial products do not fulfill the requirements of the stakeholders involved. 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Despite the rising popularity of predictive data analytics, BI is still important. As such, Dovel continues to provide BI 
capabilities. Coupled with skills visualizing data, Dovel can provide timely insights to business stakeholders by using 
that data. Dovel’s BI solutions cover various realms, including Enterprise Digital Modernization and Systems Integration 
and Cloud Adoption and Infrastructure Optimization realms.

Rather than trying to create a solution from scratch or customize a solution from a different vendor, customers and 
interested parties can experiment with the technical solutions developed by the team. They can then identify the 
appropriate Dovel solutions to solve their business problems. 

ADVANCED DATA ANALYTICS

Finally, Dovel implements artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) algorithms to create predictive 
analytics and natural language processing (NLP) solutions to help customers make better decisions based on predicted 
outcomes. Using the latest NLP algorithms, Dovel can ingest, link, and correlate data from different agencies, including 
USASpending.gov, SAM.gov, FDA.gov, IRS.gov, and others. EDM data scientists work together with SMEs to understand 
the inherent properties of complex data sets.

DECISION INTELLIGENCE

Decision intelligence relates to prescriptive analytics. It helps organizations make better business decisions through 
use of advanced analytics tools. With advanced analytics, organizations no longer need to make decisions based on “gut 
instincts”—they can make smarter and more informed decisions based on actual data. This can help them identify new 
revenue opportunities and better support current customers through faster response times, greater cost reductions, and 
more efficient processes. 
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DOVEL’S DATA ANALYTICS METHODOLOGY

Dovel’s Data Analytics methodology incorporates a five-step process that goes from engagement and conceptualization 
through to production.  

Figure 3. Dovel’s Proven and Tested Data Analytics Methodology
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Each step in the process involves its own set of standardized practices designed to help organizations turn raw data 
into a truly valuable commodity they can use to make better decisions, both now and in the future. Here is a brief 
explanation of each phase:

ENGAGEMENT CONCEPTUALIZATION: This process is triggered by the ingestion of new data sources into the data catalog 
using ML algorithms to recognize otherwise disparate data as commonly defined and having potential for integration. 
Dovel profiles data asset content that shares a common context to infer a semantic framework for recognizing new 
assets as they become available and use metadata as training input to dynamically provision useful recommendations, 
first as templated integration or data quality processes, but then, with training, as machine-deployed processes.

DATA ACQUISITION: The team works closely with customer SMEs to identify data sources, storage requirements, and 
processing capabilities required for downstream advanced analytics and visualization. A data management strategy is 
developed to procure, store, and report on the underlying data. 

Additionally, security requirements are identified to keep personally identifiable information (PII), such as credit card 
or social security data, secure from ingestion through reporting. This will provide the ability to maintain historical 
information and upload unstructured data (e.g., PDFs, videos, images, etc.).

DATA TRANSFORMATION: Dovel refines raw data – in a repeatable way – into views that can be used for visualization 
and analytics. Dovel utilizes “off the shelf” extract, transform, and load (ETL) tools within its data ingestion engine. ETL 
is a critical component that allows users to join disparate data sources together, engineer new features from existing 
columns, identify outliers, handle missing data, and remediate other potential shortcomings in the data. If “custom” 
transformations are required or desired, Dovel can utilize its experience building custom ETL and data transformation 
solutions using various programming languages and other frameworks to meet customer data requirements.
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DATA ANALYTICS: Dovel relies heavily on the Data Analytics Methodology (see Figure 3) to develop mission-critical 
advanced analytics in support of customers. This is where AI, ML, and NLP models are created, tested, and put into 
production (MLOps). The methodology provides an end-to-end process that aligns customer goals and objectives with 
disparate data sources to produce analytics, visualizations, and ultimately data products that can be used to create 
value for themselves or their organizations.

DATA PRODUCTIZATION: Dovel then uses its patent-pending scripts and software to create products that can be 
integrated into customer business processes and systems for improved decision-making. As the team members build 
and deploy these data products, they work with customers to enhance the documentation of analytical products, script 
development, and application configuration and development. 

For example, the team has developed a Vaccine Surveillance Portal product that programmatically ingests data from 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Vaccine Adverse Events 
System (VAERS) for vaccines currently being administered. Using advanced NLP algorithms, the team cleans, processes, 
and analyzes the adverse events reported for 20+ vaccines and displays an interactive dashboard that medical 
stakeholders can use to, for example, review the number of adverse events (labeled and unlabeled) that are being 
reported, comorbidity information on those reporting, where reports are being received from, and demographic data 
(e.g., age, gender, etc.) of the reporters.

DISCOVER PLATFORM

Dovel’s Discover Platform is a digital sandbox that gives users the ability to run ML, NLP, and other digital solutions 
on their own data to test initial AI/ML hypotheses, further explore their data, and brainstorm ideas for future projects. 
Discover features solutions covering many subject areas, including but not limited to: 

• Text Summarization: Shortening long pieces of text with the intention to create a coherent and fluent summary having 
only the main points outlined in the document.

• Topic Modeling: An unsupervised ML technique for scanning a set of documents, detecting words to automatically 
cluster word groups and similar expressions that best characterize a set of documents.

• Text Generation: NLP that leverages knowledge in computational linguistics and AI to automatically generate natural 
language texts, which can satisfy certain communicative requirements.

• Sentiment Analysis: Analyzes the opinions, appraisals, emotions, or attitudes towards a topic, person, or entity.

• Predictive Maintenance: ML to predict the likelihood of future failures and determine asset failure factors that could 
impact business operations.

• Synthetic Data Generator: Creates synthetic data out of a small sample of data with the same characteristics as the 
original sample.

• Chatbot: NLP techniques to generate automated but conversational responses to user inquiries using language 
recognition technologies.
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AGILE DEVELOPMENT ENGAGEMENT METHODOLOGY

Everything mentioned above is accompanied by Dovel’s comprehensive and hands-on consultative approach. Dovel 
works closely with customers to define their project goals and what “success” means to them. Dovel delivers projects 
that fulfill customer requirements and expectations.

This approach is based on an Agile engagement methodology, as shown in Figure 4. Dovel uses this methodology to 
create powerful analytics solutions that provide business value and significant insights while remaining flexible to real-
world customer demands and circumstances. Implementations start small and are tailored towards meeting specific and 
targeted needs for a better return on investment (ROI) and best-in-class results.

Figure 4. Agile Engagement Approach
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Once the team has trained and validated the predictive models, they move to the Production phase to operationalize 
the process to expand and formalize the analytical framework.

Throughout the process, additional data is incorporated into predictive models, assessing the predictive models’ 
accuracy (and other metrics), applying additional training, and deploying updated models continuously. Through this 
process, the models learn from and adapt to the data “on the ground,” providing predictions based on the most accurate 
and current data realities. This dynamic and iterative process helps customers use early insights to drive new questions 
and make new predictions from their data. 

CONCLUSION

Building a successful data science practice is not easy. It requires a mixture of skillsets, including a variety of SMEs, and 
the right technology that allows organizations to experiment with data, learn from it, and put it to actionable use.

Dovel has spent the past decade building this ideal combination and has the expertise and tools in place to help 
organizations derive true intelligence from their data so they can better understand and predict how to make the right 
decisions for better future outcomes.

LEARN MORE:

To learn more about Dovel’s approach to data science, contact us at itg@doveltech.com. 
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